DESIGN AWARDS 2016

A sky-scraping celebration of cloud-walking, gravity-defying and other remarkable feats


Plus: Design Disasters of the Year

The Judges
DAVID ADJAYE
KONSTANTIN GRCIC
GEORGE LOIS
PATRICIA URQUIOLA
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BEST COLLECTION

Kartell Goes Sottsass: A Tribute to Memphis, by Kartell

FROM TOP: CALICE VASES, £378 EACH; BY ETTORE SOTTSASS. "MADEMOISELLE" CHAIRS, BY PHILIPPE STARCK, IN SOTTASSE "LETRASET YELLOW", "SCHIZZO GREEN", AND "REXY BLUE" FABRICS, £347 EACH; "PLASTIC DIO" OTTOMAN, BY PIERO LISSONI, IN SOTTASSE "LETRASET FUCHSIA", FROM £358; "TRIX" SOFA BED, BY PIERO LISSONI, IN SOTTASSE "LETRASET BLACK". AND "COLUMNA" STOOL, £290; BY ETTORE SOTTSASS, ALL FROM KARTELL.KARTELL.COM

Kartell's homage to the late Ettore Sottsass - and the Italian designer's signature colourful geometric forms - is a collection of previously unreleased vases and stools designed in 2006. The range also includes a series of chairs in distinctive fabrics by Sottsass and fellow Memphis designers. All will be on show at Kartell's debut London flagship store when it opens at the end of January. Kartell, 132 Brompton Road, SW3
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"Best Collection,” Wallpaper, February 2016.
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